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ABSTRACT
Objectives The COVID-19 pandemic has brought to light a variety of key factors that affect tobacco use, including behavioural patterns, social support and connection, and physical and mental health. What we do not know is how those motivated to quit were impacted by the pandemic. AS such, understanding the unique experiences and needs of people motivated to quit smoking or vaping during the COVID-19 pandemic is critical. The aim of this study was to examine the cessation experiences of nicotine users during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Design We conducted a supplementary secondary analysis of primary qualitative data, i.e., semi-structured interviews with individuals engaged in cigarette use (smoking), e-cigarette use (vaping) and dual use.

Setting British Columbia, Canada.

Participants Relevant data were drawn from 33 participants out of the primary study’s 80-participant sample pool.

Measures Interview questions explored barriers and facilitators to quitting nicotine use. We then used conventional content analysis to identify relevant and additional emergent themes and subthemes surrounding pandemic-specific barriers and facilitators to quitting, and unique needs for cessation support in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Results Pandemic-specific barriers included lifestyle limitations and poor mental health due to isolation. Facilitators to quitting during the pandemic included reduced access and opportunities to use nicotine products, as well as time for personal reflection on nicotine use behaviours. Suggestions for cessation programming included a primary focus on enhancing social support features (e.g., discussion forums, support groups), followed by increasing awareness of the benefits of quitting, and enhancing visibility of resources available to support quitting.

Conclusions The findings provide directions for how cessation supports can be tailored to better meet the needs of users motivated to quit during and beyond the COVID-19 pandemic.

INTRODUCTION
Globally, nicotine addiction continues to remain one of the most significant public health threats.1 However, many nicotine users of all ages report a desire to quit.2 Environmental and psychosocial factors play a key role in shaping cessation and reduction trajectories, including the availability of appropriate and accessible supports, diversity and accessibility of available nicotine products, federal and regional policies, historical contexts such as ongoing economic, public health and sociopolitical events and individual characteristics such as mental health, income, education and social support.3 One example of a significant and multifaceted environmental factor that has influenced tobacco use behaviours is the recent COVID-19 pandemic.

Tobacco use patterns and cessation trajectories appear to have shifted in various directions because of the pandemic with some users reporting an increase in usage and others reporting a decrease. The variability of these reports aligns with changes seen in Canadian vaping rates. According to the Canadian Tobacco and Nicotine Survey, youth between the ages of 15–19 demonstrated a decrease in vaping with 15% of youth vaping in the past 30 days in 2019 compared with 2021.4 5 However, other age ranges showed an increase in vaping with an increase from 15% to 17% among adults ages 20–24 and an increase of 3%–4% among adults aged 25 and older.4 5 This increase in use is disproportionate among certain groups, and researchers have brought forward how the pandemic has interacted with and subsequently enhanced prepandemic tobacco-related health risks among disadvantaged groups.6
Mental health appears to play a major role in increased use of tobacco products during the pandemic. In Canada, individuals who reported having fair or poor mental health in 2020 were more likely to have increased their use of nicotine products. Among Canadians who vaped in the past 30 days in 2021, 18% reported that their main reason for vaping was to reduce stress and anxiety. Stress reduction was more commonly reported as the main reason for vaping by youth aged 15–19 in 2020 (33%) compared with 2019 (21%). Similarly, many cigarette users have discussed experiencing a sense of relief from smoking with individuals smoking more to cope with the stress of the pandemic and experience a sense of calm.

In contrast, for some nicotine users, the pandemic was accompanied by a decrease in nicotine use and an increase in motivation to quit. From an international lens, global trends show smoking rates have been trending downwards since the onset of the pandemic. In the USA, use of a tobacco product within the past 30 days decreased significantly from 2019 to 2021 among both high school and middle school students from 31% to 13% and 12% to 4%, respectively. As well, e-cigarette usage rates among middle-to-high school students showed a momentous decline from 27% to 11%. Data from the Netherlands show smoking cessation motivations were associated with concern regarding heightened risk for developing severe illness and needing to quit reduce complaints from others in the household during isolation. However, national data from the Netherlands show minimal declines in smoking across the timeline of the pandemic with adult smoking rates declining from 22% in 2019 to 21% in 2021. Other countries showed more significant reductions, with smoking experiencing a possible decline in New Zealand from 14% (2019) to 11% (2021), a more significant change than those reported in years prior, and Scotland even more so from 17% (2019) to 11% (2021). Similarly, in the same time period, e-cigarette usage in Scotland appeared to decline, with rates shrinking from 7% to 5%, after remaining at 7% since 2015; by contrast, e-cigarette use in New Zealand increased from 4% to 6% throughout the pandemic.

In sum, worldwide, the rates of pandemic nicotine use demonstrate significant variability. Furthermore, statistics on nicotine use before and after the onset of the pandemic (e.g., from 2019 compared with 2020 or 2021) may be subject to methodological differences and associated reporting biases due to changes in data collection strategies as a result of pandemic-specific restrictions; in fact, this was explicitly highlighted by a number of the above-mentioned statistics. This in combination with the overall variation in rates of use lends to added challenges in interpreting, summarising, and comparing the nicotine use behaviours of users before, during, and after the pandemic, and warrants an in-depth exploration of their experiences. Finally, the COVID-19 pandemic has facilitated the emergence of alternative healthcare modalities; more people are turning to website, SMS, and/or telephone-based healthcare modalities, including resources for cessation support. Simultaneously, the COVID-19 pandemic led to a reduction in existing cessation supports due to closures and staffing, infrastructure, and resource shortages. These rapid changes to available cessation resources and programming likely affected the trajectory of those trying to quit. Understanding how cessation was impacted and how individuals’ cessation needs shifted is critical to informing the development of more responsive and adaptive cessation resources that consider the unique influence of the pandemic. As a result, the aim of this study is to explore the cessation experiences of nicotine users motivated to quit during the COVID-19 pandemic.

METHODS
Design
We conducted a supplementary secondary analysis of primary qualitative data in order to examine participant perspectives and experiences uniquely related to quitting during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our method was data-driven in the sense that COVID-19 was not a topic specifically addressed by the interview guides, but was rather raised by the informants as discovered after primary data analysis. In other words, upon completion of primary data analysis, we noticed a theme of several participants describing novel and unexpected nicotine-related experiences that happened solely due to the pandemic. To explore this in depth and provide voice to the subset of participants who discussed COVID-19-specific experiences, we conducted a post hoc retrospective interpretation of previously coded data through keyword searching and conventional content analysis, an inductive methodology that allows for development and quantification of codes, categories, and themes reported in data. In addition to identifying general themes as discussed by participants, we sought to understand COVID-19-specific barriers and facilitators to quitting nicotine, which builds on the following questions asked in the primary research study: (1) ‘What might be some barriers to quitting?'; (2) ‘What are other aspects of your life that help facilitate reducing/ quitting?’

The design and analyses within this study were not preregistered on a publicly available platform; as such, the results should be considered exploratory. The Standards for Reporting Qualitative Research reporting guidelines were used for quality appraisal. Reflexivity was maintained by the research team throughout data analysis and manuscript writing by recording, discussing, and challenging established assumptions at all data collection and analysis stages.

Primary study
In the primary study, we conducted semi-structured interviews with 80 participants across British Columbia (BC), Canada between May and August 2021; these lasted between 30 and 60 minutes in duration. The purpose of this study was to understand the cessation needs of BC
residents to inform improvements for online cessation programming (see online supplemental file 1 for the interview guide, which includes details of other question topics, such as motivations behind participants’ nicotine use and cessation patterns and needs with respect to a free, provincially-funded online cessation support, QuitNow).

Eligible participants were recruited through targeted Facebook and Instagram ads via a third party (PH1 Research). Participants met the following eligibility criteria: motivated to quit vaping or smoking, aged 16 and above, able to communicate in English, and able to provide informed consent. To provide informed consent, individuals who demonstrated interest were emailed an information sheet describing study purposes and procedures, potential benefits/risks of participating, confidentiality, remuneration and funding sources, researcher contact information, and consent (i.e., how to provide it, and what consenting meant). They were then able to provide informed consent (i.e., their understanding of the nature of the study, their consent to participate, and their consent to having their interview audio-recorded) via two options: (1) in writing by email at their convenience, or (2) verbally at the beginning of their audio-recorded interview with a research team member (scheduled based on their preferred availability).

Participants completed a demographic survey and an audio-recorded UBC Zoom interview, after which they received a CAD$50 online gift card to thank them for their time and input. These interviews were transcribed and analysed by the research team using NVivo qualitative data analysis software. Participant interviews were undertaken by four researchers (author RHS and further individuals named in Acknowledgements) of various disciplines (social work, nursing, kinesiology) who received identical training and used a pre-established interview guide to minimise individual differences in interview outcomes as a result of interviewer characteristics. Conscious efforts were made to seek elaboration and clarification from participants and not to accept potentially common assumptions at face value. No authors were known to any participants of this research prior to undertaking the study.

Data collection

As only a subset of participants discussed COVID-19-related topics and as the precoded NVivo files were organised in relation to the interview questions asked in the primary study, this approach on the basis of keyword searching was used to (1) rapidly identify the participants that discussed COVID-19, and (2) identify COVID-19-specific themes within the responses provided to the above-mentioned interview questions (i.e., within barriers and facilitators to quitting). The specific keywords used were identified by the authors RHS and DR in a collaborative brainstorming session as terms commonly used by the general population (as well as by participants as recalled from primary interviews) when discussing pandemic-related events in conversation, in current events and news, and on social media. As participant accounts emerged while searching, more keywords were identified as discovered.

Once all participants who discussed COVID-19-specific topics were identified via keyword searching, their full interview transcripts were reviewed as well to ensure any details from their unique experiences were not missed. In total, 33 participants discussed the impact of COVID-19 on their cessation experiences. All these responses were collected and compiled in a Word document.

Data analysis
Upon compilation of participant responses, two collaborative coding sessions were held and, via inductive content analysis, a codebook was created and applied to all relevant responses to identify common patterns among participant cessation experiences and needs during the pandemic. We then charted all themes and subthemes onto Excel software to allow for visualisation and comparison of major findings. Finally, we disaggregated all identified themes and subthemes by gender, nicotine user type age, and indigeneity, and did not find significant differences in theme endorsement between the stated groups; however, within subthemes, we made note of unique nuances in responses provided by Indigenous participants due to the unique factors affecting Indigenous peoples in Canada in relation to tobacco and nicotine use as a result of the ongoing and residual inter-generational impacts of colonisation.

Patient and public involvement
Participants were not involved in any aspect of the study design, recruitment or conduct of neither the primary nor the present study. Upon recruitment for the primary study, participants were asked if they would like to receive the research findings via email after study completion; findings will be disseminated through a written summary to participants who opted in. Academic outputs will be disseminated through social media and community networks.

RESULTS
Sample
Participants included in this study (N=33) were primarily male (55%), and of various racial and ethnic backgrounds, with White (European) heritage being the most frequently cited (33%), followed by Indigenous (27%),

defined as an Aboriginal person of Canada (First Nations, Métis, and Inuit). Most of the sample was between 16 and 29 years old (57%), with the remaining 43% aged 30 and older. Finally, most participants were dual users of both combustible cigarettes and e-cigarettes (40%), followed by only smokers (33%), and only vapers (27%). A complete breakdown of participant characteristics is provided below in table 1.

### Themes

From participant reports, we found several themes that fit within the following three thematic categories: (1) barriers to quitting nicotine use during the pandemic; (2) facilitators to quitting or reducing nicotine use during the pandemic; and (3) suggestions for improving cessation programming during the pandemic. The breakdown of these themes, as well as associated frequencies of endorsement (‘n’ being the number of participants endorsing the category/theme/subtheme) and percentages (as a proportion of the total sample for categories and themes, and of the respective category for subthemes), is outlined in table 2.

#### Barriers to quitting nicotine use during the pandemic

Numerous participants (64%) reported experiencing barriers to quitting nicotine use during the pandemic, particularly in relation to pandemic-specific isolation. Approximately half (48%) of all participants said the lifestyle limitations they experienced due to the pandemic were a barrier for them. Many participants described how isolation measures resulted in a reduction in activities individuals could attend, limitations on socialising, and, subsequently, an increase in boredom:

Last year for me personally, my partner and I planned on quitting and then COVID happened, and we didn’t have anything to keep ourselves entertained so that’s how we just fell back into the pit (Participant 84, Indigenous female).

In this vein, individuals saw smoking and vaping as an activity to pass the time while being confined to their home environment, despite many not wanting to smoke or vape. In relation to boredom, one participant also described vaping to satiate the desire to do something with their hands while engaging in monotonous activities that became everyday activities during the pandemic, such as watching TV:

Since COVID, [vaping] is just something to do especially if I’m like doing homework all day or watching something all day every day and want to do something with my hands (Participant 94, Indigenous female).

In addition, participants highlighted pandemic-specific isolation as a barrier to being able to engage in the alternate activities and distractions they usually use to cope with nicotine-specific triggers and cravings. Participants also noted how isolation combined with uncertainty on what they were able to do outside the home in the context of provincial stay-home orders and recommendations created a unique situation which further magnified isolation as a barrier:

Instead of smoking, we’d be going on a hike, or for a walk... That being said, I don’t necessarily know the rules because of this pandemic and what’s allowed (Participant 32, male).

A couple of participants even reported that nicotine usage provided them with a reason to go outside during the pandemic when they were otherwise advised to remain indoors:

While being stuck at home with the pandemic it was kind of nice to just have a break to get outside. I think for a while there, I wanted to smoke because I was spending all day, every day inside my house on Zoom, so smoke breaks were a way to get outside (Participant 59, male).

Interestingly, a few more participants specifically described wanting to leave the house to engage in nicotine use after encountering unavoidable ‘Zoom fatigue’, or other computer-related fatigue due to elevated screen time as a result of the sudden transfer of school and work settings to virtual platforms:

I think the hardest part is being busy all day long with Zoom fatigue or being on the computer all day during a pandemic. This is my primary source of employment and I’m finding that I just want to walk away

---

### Table 1 Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>15 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18 (55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>11 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous</td>
<td>9 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>4 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Asian</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin American</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biracial/multiracial</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/not listed</td>
<td>3 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–18</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19–24</td>
<td>7 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29</td>
<td>6 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30+</td>
<td>14 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicotine use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smokers (cigarettes only)</td>
<td>11 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapers (vapour products only)</td>
<td>9 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual users</td>
<td>13 (40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Expressed as a percentage of the total sample (N=33).
Table 2  Themes and subthemes discussed by participants and associated frequencies (n) and percentages (%) of participants endorsing these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Themes (n, %*)</th>
<th>Subthemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Barriers to quitting/reducing nicotine use during the pandemic (21, 64%) | Isolation, uncertainty and shifts in environment and lifestyle (due to fewer activities, increased boredom, diminished socialising, altered home social environment, loss of existing coping strategies/activities, etc) (16, 48%) | Smoking/vaping more to:  
  ► Curb boredom (6, 29%)  
  ► Cope with triggers (3, 14%)  
  ► Be able to go outside (2, 10%)  
  ► Get away from screens ('Zoom fatigue') (2, 29%)  
  ► Satisfy the need to use hands when engaging in repetitive activities (TV; homework) (1, 5%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Smoking/vaping more due to:  
  ► Not knowing if/where one could go outside the home (2, 10%)  
  ► Being away from workplaces that restricted use (2, 10%)  
  ► Being indoors with other users (2, 10%)  
  ► Not being able to spend time with non-users (2, 10%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Increased stress and worsened mental health (due to lack of support, reduced access to social and professional supports, etc) (8, 24%) | Smoking/vaping more to:  
  ► Cope with general stress and anxiety (5, 24%)  
  ► Cope with work-related stress and anxiety (3, 14%)  
   – Due to working from home (blurring of boundaries between work/home) (2, 10%)  
   – Due to working in-person (fear of getting sick; less time off; burnout) (1, 5%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Smoking/vaping more due to:  
  ► Lack of COVID-19-specific mental health supports (3, 14%)  
  ► Lack of incorporation of general and COVID-19-specific trauma (eg, deaths of loved ones) and associated vulnerabilities of certain populations in supports (1, 5%) |
| Facilitators to quitting/reducing nicotine use during the pandemic (11, 33%) | Reduced access to nicotine products and opportunities for usage (due to fewer/restricted social events, business closures, etc) (6, 18%) | Smoking/vaping less due to:  
  ► Less opportunities to be around users (3, 27%)  
  ► Less social pressure (3, 27%)  
  ► Inability to purchase smoke/vape products (eg, underage vapers) (1, 9%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Increased introspection and reflection on own behaviours (due to increased time alone) (5, 15%) |
| Suggestions for improving cessation programming during the pandemic (19, 58%) | Enhance social support features (virtual and in-person) (11, 33%) | Virtual supports:  
  ► Zoom meetings (3, 16%)  
  ► Discussion forums (3, 16%)  
  ► Group chats (2, 11%)  
  In-person supports:  
  ► Small support groups (2, 11%)  
  ► Plans for in-person activities when restrictions ease (2, 11%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Increase awareness of quitting benefits during the pandemic (7, 21%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Health benefits:  
  ► Discuss health implications of smoking/vaping and quitting (4, 21%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Financial benefits:  
  ► Discuss financial implications of smoking/vaping during pandemic layoffs (3, 16%)  
  ► Provide financial incentives (monetary rewards) (1, 5%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Provide pandemic-specific resources and advice for trying to quit during the pandemic (5, 15%) |
|                                                                           |                                                    | Target visible locations for dissemination:  
  ► Social media (4, 15%)  
  ► In-person locations where people are able to go (grocery stores, health facilities) (2, 11%)  
  Include culturally relevant practices for Indigenous nicotine users, for example:  
  ► Sweat lodges (1, 5%) |

*Expressed as a percentage of the total sample (N=33).  
†Expressed as a percentage of the respective category (n indicated in first column).
from the computer sometimes, so I end up [leaving the house to smoke] (Participant 34, male).

Similarly, a few participants described being home instead of at work all day proved problematic for them, as their work settings provided protective factors for reducing use through regulations or other environmental factors:

If I had to go to work and be at work all day, I wouldn’t smoke all day at work because according to my work I can’t smoke. It’s terrible right now during this pandemic where I’m home and I can [smoke all day] (Participant 62, male).

Furthermore, some participants reported that being confined to their home environment created an inconducive environment for cessation due to a lack of in-person support from family members; in other words, some people found themselves trapped in an environment with smokers:

I never smoked before COVID, but with COVID you’re hanging out with the same people in the same bubble so you’re doing what everyone is doing together. I think once COVID restrictions ease up it might make it easier [to not smoke] and then you can go outside of your bubble and hang out with people who don’t [smoke], like all my other friends don’t (Participant 29, female).

Another prominent barrier to quitting was an elevated level of stress during the pandemic and, associated with this, poor mental health. While some participants just spoke of general stress due to the pandemic, several participants identified employment and school as specific stressors during the pandemic—both as a result of having to work at home or long hours outside the home. According to nearly a quarter (24%) of participants, nicotine use helped them cope with this stress:

I’m working from home because of COVID. When I feel under a lot of pressure, I reach towards cigarettes… (Participant 76, Indigenous male).

COVID just added so much stress. I work in a produce warehouse, so I never really got time off. I’ve worked through this whole pandemic, and I never got one day off, and it wears on you. Plus, what if I get sick, I don’t wanna think of that, so I [smoke] (Participant 73, Indigenous male).

In addition, a few participants spoke of a lack of pandemic-specific mental health supports in the context of provincial stay-at-home regulations and ongoing COVID-19-related stress and trauma, which exacerbated existing barriers, created further barriers for coping with mental health, and led them to smoke and vape instead:

[The government] put [restrictions] down during COVID and put everyone under more stress with no mental health supports… I have a job, I have a nice house and I still can’t get therapy… but I can [smoke] (Participant 46, female).

I’ve used the tools that [online provincial cessation supports] have to get away from smoking… But for some people or some populations, it really doesn’t help sometimes. Like I work a very stressful job, and my life is very stressful, more than the average person. I’ve had four deaths in the last year. They talk about stress, but [don’t] exactly target the added stress of calling family in and telling them people died. It just makes it hard (Participant 76, Indigenous male).

Facilitators to quitting or reducing nicotine use during the pandemic

A third (33%) of participants reported encountering facilitators for quitting nicotine use during the pandemic. A major theme reported by 18% was that the pandemic reduced accessibility and opportunities to smoke/vape. A few individuals reported this was because they were unable to attend social gatherings (e.g., parties) that were often associated with peer pressure to smoke/vape:

… if you smoke or vape in a more social setting, that all goes out the window with the Coronavirus… (Participant 13, male).

In addition, a few individuals discussed how reduced access to nicotine-related products due to store closures, lockdowns, and isolation measures made it easier for them to reduce their nicotine usage:

My vape broke at the beginning of the pandemic when all the stores were closed and nobody was going anywhere. I wasn’t able to fix it, and I couldn’t exactly ask my parents to go buy me a new vape, so I ended up pretty much quitting around then which was not fun but in hindsight was a stroke of luck (Participant 31, male).

I do have one friend that quit, and he was somebody that said ‘I’ll never quit, it’s not a problem, I’ll do it my whole life…’ When COVID happened, and he couldn’t go to any stores, he realized how horrible he felt because of it. And just from that one second and being like, ‘okay, my lungs hurt less,’ it drove him to quit, which was motivating for me (Participant 20, female).

As such, another facilitator commonly reported (15%) by participants was that the pandemic prompted individuals to become more introspective on their smoking/vaping behaviours, as well as on their behaviours that indirectly contributed to smoking/vaping, for example:

Sometimes when I’m irrational and mad that will make me smoke and I learned to rationalize a lot more during this pandemic with all the time alone and away (Participant 47, male).

Indeed, people approached introspection with a variety of motivations. As quoted above, a few participants said...
Participants also mentioned that, as people were more attentive to money-related matters during the times of unemployment from COVID-19 layoffs, discussing the financial implications of smoking/vaping and providing monetary incentives and rewards to quitting might provide an additional motivation to quit during the pandemic:

I guarantee if people are scrolling through this, and they see the average smoker spends $3000 a year on cigarettes, especially during COVID when people are losing their jobs, that would be a pretty big selling point (Participant 64, Indigenous male).

I love Vancouver [BC], it’s the best place in the world, but it’s also ridiculously expensive. Right now, for a lot of people, money is a big issue because with COVID people are out of work. That is an incentive so giving something monetary would be a reward (Participant 39, male).

Finally, several participants (15%) also highlighted a need for increased awareness of pandemic-tailored resources and advice for those trying to quit during the pandemic. Suggestions included advertising through social media and at locations that coincided with the lifestyle of the public during the pandemic (e.g., grocery stores and health centres). Additionally, as the pandemic resulted in boredom and a loss of previously established coping strategies, participants suggested activities to replace smoking/vaping and help people fill their free time and cope, including tailored and culturally relevant practices for Indigenous nicotine users:

I think maybe having a different strategy for people that are more isolated throughout COVID vs once restrictions start easing out so maybe they could recommend some other strategies and distractions, let’s say as an example, going for a walk (Participant 29, female).

I know some people who were chronic major smokers do like the sweat lodge, which helps clean you out and stuff, so having resources for First Nations people, say in Kamloops [BC], letting people know they’re going to do a smoking cleanse would be helpful. But I know with COVID its extremely difficult (Participant 69, Indigenous female).

DISCUSSION
The present study highlights the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on individual nicotine cessation journeys. In addition, it establishes the importance of cessation support remaining up-to-date and considering the new and ever-changing psychosocial and socioenvironmental factors that come with a global crisis. Finally, it speaks to the significance of centring participant voices and learning firsthand from nicotine users about their unique needs as it relates to barriers and facilitators to successfully quitting nicotine use.
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The pandemic revealed unique vulnerabilities of nicotine users that were not previously emphasised, such as the effects of boredom, stress, and isolation. Isolation was a noteworthy barrier to quitting tobacco use according to this study. It is important to situate the concept of isolation within the macro-level socioenvironmental determinants that led to isolation for this sample. At the time of data collection, the Province of BC had authorised a number of COVID-19-specific protective measures such as restricting capacities at gatherings, businesses, and private events, including partial or complete closures; suspending interprovincial travel (in addition to federal international travel bans); introducing vaccines in age-based and vulnerability-based phases (e.g., elderly and Indigenous populations first); and enacting specific restrictions for the partially vaccinated and non-vaccinated. Measures were variable to sudden changes in accordance with the evolving nature of the pandemic.

As such, many participants talked about how isolation as a result of the above led to immense boredom. Boredom has been found to play a key role in increased alcohol and cannabis consumption during the pandemic, and our findings reveal that this similarly applies to use of tobacco products. The inability to engage in routine activities (e.g., outdoor activities, regular exercise routines), as well as novel activities (e.g., travel), that often served to distract them from using nicotine resulted in many participants turning to nicotine to help them pass the time. This finding is in line with other research identifying how nicotine use tends to increase when routines are disrupted and boredom is resultant increased.

In addition, the pandemic context is unique due to the addition of uncertainty to isolation. Some participants discussed not even knowing where they could go if they were to leave their house due to the nature of restrictions. Combining this with the global atmosphere of not knowing if and when the pandemic will end, this finding speaks to how nicotine users may have felt a loss of control over their lives, and as such over their abilities to maintain quit status, begin their quit journeys, and/or prevent relapse. As such, the ongoing impact of isolation as well as associated feelings of diminished control over outcomes cannot be underestimated, and our study findings foreground its role on tobacco use behaviours, which is largely negative.

It is also interesting that individuals spoke about continuing to smoke in order to go outside, versus going outside in order to smoke, as well as mentioned several unique motivators for doing so, such as encountering ‘Zoom fatigue’ as a result of educational and employment settings being shifted to remote formats. The pandemic appeared to create a shift in focus (being outside or getting away from screens rather than satisfying a craving) in relation to smoking. Having to go outside for a smoke has been previously perceived as a ‘hassle’, particularly after public smoke-free bans came into place. However, going outside for a smoke during the pandemic appears to have shifted this perspective among some smokers, wherein smoking was perceived as something that enabled a needed respite from the monotony of being indoors. Public health measures would benefit from considering the nature of tobacco use when implementing stay at home orders, and particularly consider how removing the ability to leave one’s home—especially in the context of the pandemic-resultant rise in remote and hybrid work—can perpetuate health risk behaviours such as smoking. Given that distractions have been identified as a key affordance to quitting, ensuring that healthy distractions, for example, games and opportunities for interuser communication embedded within web-based and app-based quit supports, are accessible and available during and after the pandemic is essential.

Some individuals found pandemic isolation to make it easier to quit because there were fewer opportunities to experience social (‘peer’) pressures around nicotine use; there were fewer parties and gatherings and fewer opportunities to socialise with others who smoke/vape. On the other hand, living with other nicotine users and not being able to leave a shared environment due to lockdown measures proved a major barrier to quitting. Our findings corroborate existing studies that highlight how the opinions and behaviours of peers play a significant role in nicotine use maintenance. However, as isolation and not seeing peers proved to be both a risk factor and a protective factor for increasing nicotine use, it is fundamental to note that these findings are pertaining to exposure to social influences and contexts and not social support. Social support is an integral element of cessation, and reduced connection with others due to the pandemic further highlights this. In this regard, and according to the findings, the pandemic increased the perception that enhancing social support in existing cessation supports should be prioritised, such as through forums, virtual and in-person support groups, coaching, and buddy systems, among others.

Although participants spoke about general pandemic-related stress and anxiety and their impact on increased use, many participants also discussed stress specifically associated with working from home, being laid off, or working in-person during the pandemic. Indeed, the pandemic introduced a myriad of sources of job-related stress, including layoffs, reduced income, reduced job security and, for remote workers, a diminished ability to ‘leave work at work’. For in-person and essential workers, the pandemic led to lengthy work schedules, minimal time off, diminished time to engage in coping and stress-relieving strategies that had not yet been impacted by the pandemic, increased burnout, and increased susceptibility to the COVID-19 virus. Previous literature has found that increased stress and anxiety about employment and finances is associated with greater nicotine consumption. Therefore, it makes sense why nicotine users smoked/vaped more to cope with pandemic-specific financial and employment stress, and our findings reveal how nicotine users are particularly vulnerable from a health risk perspective in the context of job loss,
job instability, and burnout. Some nicotine users decided to quit or reduce use to save money in order to access protective factors such as travel (distractions) and visiting family (social support), emphasising that the financial benefits of quitting may then be particularly relevant within a pandemic and postpandemic context.

Finally, participants spoke of the traumatic stress of coping with pandemic-related deaths, and the lack of supports addressing COVID-19-specific traumas, which brings to light the need to incorporate both general and pandemic-related trauma into cessation supports that target mental health. It is well-established in the literature that most substance use, including nicotine use, tends to emerge as well as heighten when individuals experience trauma and feel unable to cope with it. This further taps into the concept of nicotine users experiencing loss of control over life outcomes and subsequently succumbing to triggers and relapses. With almost 763 million deaths worldwide as a result of COVID-19, pandemic-related trauma continues to remain heavily significant and must be addressed by cessation supports through appropriate mental health resources, such as trauma-informed training for quit coaches, recommendations for virtual, 24/7 suicide-prevention services, and meaningful opportunities for accessing social support.

Specific populations, such as Indigenous peoples, are over-represented in facing heightened adversities, including those from COVID-19. Indeed, Indigenous participants described needing to work in-person during the pandemic, wanting to but being unable to see their families, and experiencing a greater amount of COVID-19-related trauma than others they knew. As such, it is crucial that cessation supports provide unique, culturally responsive considerations for Indigenous nicotine users, for example, by incorporating support and wisdom from Elders and bands, allowing for family and community engagement, engaging in traditional and ceremonial activities such as sweat lodges, providing support in the form of Indigenous quit coaches, and, finally, engaging Indigenous voices and individuals in developing these interventions.

In sum, the findings of this study indicate the need for interventions to incorporate elements addressing the unique susceptibilities experienced by users, such as the effects of isolation and stress, as these are states likely to persist beyond a pandemic context. Examples of these may include tools and strategies such as gamification to incorporate distractions, or tailored financial incentives. In addition, the findings emphasise the need to offer online and hybrid cessation services as well as novel modalities for information dissemination (e.g., Instagram and TikTok ads, Zoom groups, app-based cessation programmes) as the literature has demonstrated that the pandemic caused significant drops in traditional, in-person cessation programme enrolments. By implementing participant suggestions, many barriers stated by individuals could potentially be eliminated or minimised. Finally, when developing new programmes for cessation, we must also ensure that people who face greater systemic barriers, such as Indigenous and rural populations, can access these supports.

Strengths and limitations

This research has several limitations. First, interviews are subject to recall and social desirability biases. Second, as participants were solely from BC, Canada, participants’ experiences may not be representative of experiences in a broader group of nicotine users. In addition, it must be noted that BC implemented pandemic response measures differentially from other provinces and countries, which may limit the transferability of the findings to individuals in areas where the response measures were different from those in BC. Third, since we did not directly ask questions about the COVID-19 pandemic, not all participants from the primary project provided their opinions. It is possible more participants would have provided in-depth information if intentional questions surrounding the pandemic had been incorporated into the original interviews. Fourth, due to our selection of keywords, it is possible some statements about COVID-19 and the pandemic could have been missed. Fifth, given that data were collected during a specific time period (May to August 2021), sociocultural and policy changes evolving with the pandemic may have continued to influence cessation needs beyond the scope of these findings. Finally, our sample may be unique in that participants may belong to a higher socioeconomic status than the general population of nicotine users worldwide, as indicated by access to a desktop or mobile device and an Internet connection. Despite these limitations, this study has some noteworthy strengths. First, drawing secondary data from a very large primary study allowed for maximum variation across a range of sample characteristics, providing a rich dataset from which to develop themes. Next, our use of inductive qualitative methods enabled a detailed analytical approach. Finally, collecting rich interview data over months allowed us to capture nuanced, as well as consistent themes in the context of an ever-changing pandemic landscape in real time.

CONCLUSIONS

This qualitative study provides a snapshot into the lived experiences, needs, and desires of nicotine users motivated to quit during the COVID-19 pandemic. While isolation from the pandemic lent to some facilitators to quitting (e.g., reduced exposure to social pressures), participants reported a broader number of barriers to quitting associated with isolation. In addition, stress - especially financial stress - associated with the pandemic played a critical role in disrupting cessation efforts. Cessation programming would benefit from considering these unique impacts of the pandemic on cessation.
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